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DOMAIN MOBILE AMBIENTS FOR NETWORK ROUTING

SCHEME

GABRIEL CIOBANU AND DAN COJOCAR

Abstract. Ambient calculus is a calculus for mobile computing intro-
duced to describe the movement of processes or devices. Until now the
domain capability of an ambient was defined like a static resource. In this
paper we add the composition and choice operations for domain attribute
in order to express different addressing and routing schemes. The new
formalism can be used to easily describe routing schemes like anycast and
multicast.

1. Introduction

Ambient calculus was introduced by Cardelli and Gordon in 1999 as a need
to express the movement of processes or devices, even between different ad-
ministrative domains [1]. The ambient calculus differs from other formalisms
such as π-calculus [2] in such that the computational model is based on move-
ment instead of communication. An ambient represents a unit of movement.
Ambient mobility is controlled by the capabilities like: in, out, and open.
Mobile ambient capabilities are similar to prefixes in CCS [3] and π-calculus.
Several variants of the ambient calculus have been proposed by adding and/or
removing features of the original calculus [4, 5, 6].

In [1] the definition of mobile ambients is related to network communi-
cation. Aman and Ciobanu proposed a new formalism named Timed Mobile
Ambients (tMA) that adds timers to capabilities and ambients in order to
express timeouts in network communication [7]. In [8], Ciobanu extended the
formalism for mobility with timers by adding capacity, weight and domain as
ambient attributes.

In this paper we extend the use of composition and choice operations,
that were defined in [1] for process operations, to be used on domain attribute
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also. Using these two operations we are able to express routing and addressing
scheme like: unicast, anycast and multicast.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the
mobile ambients and Coordination of mobile agents formalism. In Section 3
we present the formalism changes and the reductions rules that address the
domain attribute, and how to apply the changes using a DNS anycast sample.
Conclusions and further works are presented in Section 4.

2. Mobile Ambients

Cardelli and Gordon introduced the mobile ambients with the main pur-
pose to model the mobility of agents that are involved in distributed computing
[1]. An ambient was defined as a boundary place where computation will hap-
pen (laptop, web-page, network routing equipments, etc.). Moving operations,
like go, in and out were defined in order to express the movement between
ambients. An ambient has a name, a collection of local capabilities which
control the ambient, and a collection of subambients.

2.1. Formal Syntax. The following table describes the syntax of coordinated
mobile ambients.

Table 1. Coordinated Mobile Ambient Syntax

n,m,p ambient names P,Q ::= processes

C ::= capabilities 0 inactivity

in n can enter n C.(P,Q) movement

out n can exit n (n∆t
(l,h,d)[P ], Q) ambient

open n can open n P|Q composition

go y migration to y P+Q choice

M∆t.(P,Q) movement

(vn)P restriction

*P replication

A migration go y changes the domain d to a domain y. A capability
open∆tn.(P,Q) evolves to P whenever in ∆t the process becomes sibling to
an ambient n ; otherwise evolves to Q. An output action ! < m >∆t .(P,Q)
evolves to P whenever in ∆t the process becomes sibling to a process which is
intending to capture the name m; otherwise evolves to Q. More details about
time-stepping function and semantics of coordinated mobile ambients can be
found in [8].
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3. Domain Mobile Ambients Behavior

In this section we present our proposal to extend the model presented
in [8]. By overloading the domain attribute, in order to enhance the local
knowledge of an ambient, we can encapsulate the domain choice of an action.
We will be able to express or formalize all sorts of actions and mechanism,
like: the choices that a student has when leaving the university location. We
can imagine that the student has the choice to visit the following locations:
the campus, a library or a local restaurant. Also we could easily formalize
TCP/IP unicast, anycast, multicast and broadcast routing schemes [9].

By overloading the domain attribute we can rewrite existing migration
rules where the domain is the choice. This way we will be able to write more
concise rules.

In the student case, the choice is limited to a single option, the student is
not able to visit multiple locations at the same moment. But we can imagine
other situations, where a choice can result in multiple parallel action. When
the same subject has the choice and the ability to perform the same action
on different locations at the same time. Such an example could be a beam of
light hitting the surface of a lake, a part of the beam will be refracted and the
rest will be reflected.

With different LAN topologies, interconnected by network equipments and
all sort of link types, the Internet is a giant graph [10]. In this way all routing
problems can be reduced to graph search algorithms. Each vertex (router) in
these graphs are maintaining tree structures with informations about other
vertexes [11], in order to quickly adapt to network failures.

To be able to apply different classic graph search algorithms, like Dijkstra’s
algorithm [12] and others, to anycast and multicast schemes, we need a way
to easily represent different types of endpoints.

Since the differences between the routing schemes are primary on the end-
point levels, we propose to add composition and choice operations to the do-
main attribute to be able to formalize all the defined routing schemes.

3.1. Extending Domain Attribute of an Mobile Ambient. To represent
an endpoint group, we use the notation dnm, where:

• m - represents the total number of nodes in the domain.
• n - represents the number of nodes that are used.

Using the above notations for each routing scheme we can define the following
endpoint groups:

• unicast group = d1
1 ≡ d1 - the client request will be routed to the single

node that represents the unicast group.
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• anycast group = d1
m ≡ d1 - the client request will be routed to only

one node that is part of the anycast group. Here the anycast group
has m nodes, but in this case we will contact only a single node.
• multicast group = dnm ≡ dn - the request will be routed to n destina-

tions from the total of m nodes of a network. n represents the total
number of nodes in this multicast group, n being less then m.
• broadcast group = dmm ≡ dm - the request is routed to all the available

nodes, n from the multicast group is equal to m.

For each routing scheme the domains are defined using composition or
choice operations:

• unicast group - will use the following domain:

d1 = di

where i is between 1 and m, meaning that the domain d contains only
a single subdomain.
• anycast group - will use the following domain:

d1 = d1 + d2 + ...+ dm

meaning that the domain d1 contains the dm subdomains and a packet
send to this domain will go to only one of the defined subdomains.
• multicast group - will use the composition operation instead of choice

and it will have the following form:

dn = d1|d2|...|dn.
A packet send to a dn domain will go to all n defined subdomains.
Here d1, d2, ..., dn are part of d1, d2, ...,dm network.
• broadcast - similar to multicast will have the following domain:

dm = d1|d2|...|dm.
Considering the above domain definitions we can define an ambient with

an unicast domain in the following way:

(n∆t
(l,h,d1) [P ] , Q) ≡ (n∆t

(l,h,di)
[P ] , Q)

where i is one of the subdomains.
Also an ambient with anycast domain has the following form:

(n∆t
(l,h,d1) [P ] , Q) ≡ (n∆t

(l,h,d1+d2+...+dm) [P ] , Q)

and it will use choice operation on domain field.
Likewise an ambient with multicast or broadcast domain will be repre-

sented as follows:

(n∆t
(l,h,dn) [P ] , Q) ≡ (n∆t

(l,h,d1|d2|...|dn) [P ] , Q)
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and it will use composition on domain field.
The reduction rules for migration go y operations on ambients with uni-

cast, anycast, multicast or broadcast groups, are presented next:

• Unicast domain:

t
′

= 0

(n∆t
(l,h,d) [go∆t′d1.P ] , Q)→ (n∆t

(l,h,d1) [P ] , Q)
≡

t
′

= 0

(n∆t
(l,h,d) [go∆t′d1.P ] , Q)→ (n∆t

(l,h,d1) [P ] , Q)

• Anycast domain:

t
′

= 0

(n∆t
(l,h,d) [go∆t′d1.P ] , Q)→ (n∆t

(l,h,d1)
[P ] , Q)

≡

t
′

= 0

(n∆t
(l,h,d)

[
go∆t′d1.P

]
,Q)→

(n∆t
(l,h,d1)

[P ],Q)+(n∆t
(l,h,d2)

[P ],Q)+...+(n∆t
(l,h,dm)

[P ],Q)

• Multicast/Broadcast domain:

t
′

= 0

(n∆t
(l,h,d) [go∆t′dn.P ] , Q)→ (n∆t

(l,h,dn) [P ] , Q)
≡

t
′

= 0

(n∆t
(l,h,d)

[
go∆t′dn.P

]
,Q)→

(n∆t
(l,h,d1)

[∗P ],Q)|(n∆t
(l,h,d2)

[∗P ],Q)|...|(n∆t
(l,h,dn)

[∗P ],Q)

3.2. Anycast DNS Lookup. Sarat and Terzis in [13] have measured that
up to 55% of the DNS queries are answered by the topologically closest server
when using anycast addresses. Using the above proposed domain attribute
changes we can express the workflow of such DNS queries.

A scenario where a client that performs DNS queries, using two public
DNS servers that are scattered between three locations, is presented in Figure
1. Because we are using anycast addresses the queries will be handled by the
closest server [13]. For example when using 8.8.8.8 address we are only two
hops away from server A, compared to three hops to the next nearest server.
If we use 8.8.4.4 address the closest server will be server D.

Using mobile ambients, with the proposed domain attribute changes, we
are able to express in a concise manner how our client is performing such
a DNS lookup query. On the client configuration we have two nameservers
8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4. When performing a DNS lookup query the following steps
are performed:
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Server A
8.8.8.8

Server B
8.8.8.8

Server C
8.8.8.8

R1

R3

R6

R2

R5R4

/etc/resolv.conf
domain abc.com
nameserver 8.8.8.8
nameserver 8.8.4.4

Server D
8.8.4.4

Server E
8.8.4.4

R0

Figure 1. DNS lookup using anycast address.

• Step 1. - the client is using the 8.8.8.8 address because this is the first
configured nameserver, for his DNS lookup query.
• Step 2. - the request is processed by R0 router. R0 knows that server
A, B and C all have the 8.8.8.8 anycast address configured, and be-
cause the server A is the closest server will forward the DNS lookup
to router R1.
• Step 3. - the router R1 is simply forwarding the client request to server
A.
• Step 4. - server A is processing the client request and responds with a

corresponding message.

If one of the above steps the connection is lost, a timeout is reached or the
server A is responding with an error, the client restarts the process and per-
forms the same steps using 8.8.4.4 address. Using the second address the R0
router is forwarding the request to server D network. If the failed scenarios
is repeated in this case too the client will end up deciding that he is not able
to resolve the DNS lookup and an error message will be presented to the user
[14].

Considering the DNS lookup with mobile ambients we can express the
above logic like this:

dns lookup : = (dns request∆t1
(l,h,d1)

[send request] , process error)

send request = send∆t2
[
out∆t3client.go∆t4 .in∆t5server

]
process error = (dns request∆t6

(l,h,d2)
[send request] , display error)

display error =! < error message >∆t7
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Where d1 has the 8.8.8.8 address associated, the first configured name-
server, and d2 is using 8.8.4.4 address, the failover nameserver, used if an
error is received from the first dns request query. If after the second attempt
we received an error, a failure message is displayed to the client.

When receiving a request, a router R is performing the following actions:

process : = (router∆t
(l,h,d) [forward request] , discard request)

forward request = send∆t2
[
out∆t3router.go∆t4 .in∆t5next hop

]
discard request = send∆t6

[
out∆t7router.go∆t8 .in∆t9client

]
next hop = send∆t10 [out∆t11router.go∆t12 .in∆t13forward request

+ server]

The next hop from a router could be the destination server or another router.
For each router we are doing the same action: check to see if we can forward
the request to one of our servers or to a next router. If the ∆t expires, in our
case the TTL value id decremented and reaches zero, the router will discard
the request and is sending an error code to the client [15].

When everything is working properly and the request is received by the
proper server, the service is resolving the request and sends a response back
to the client.

server = open∆t14
[
request∆t15 |response∆t16

]
response = send∆t17

[
out∆t18server.go∆t19 .in∆t20client

]
Because an anycast address is used, on router R0, our process action is

defined in the following way:

process := (R0∆t
(l,h,R1+R2+R3) [forward request] , discard request)

Based on the knowledge that the R0 has, it is able to decide that the R1
is the ”nearest” router that he needs to forward the client request [13]. R0
maintains a list of anycast servers, using the routing informations from R1,
R2 and R3. In this case the forward request action is defined like this:

forward request = send∆t2
[
out∆t3R0.go∆t4 .in∆t5R1

]
4. Conclusion and Further Works

Mobile ambients are a powerful formalism that can be used to express
network protocols and all communications between different devices. In this
paper we added the composition and choice operations for domain attribute
in order to express different addressing and routing schemes. It offers a way
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to easily formalize all the routing schemes defined in IPv4, IPv6 and describe
routing schemes like anycast, multicast and broadcast. The evolution of am-
bients is illustrated with an example from real life, DNS routing scheme. In
this example we can see how easily is to express the complex operations that
are involved when making a DNS request and also how the fallback logic is
triggered, when multiple servers are defined. By using this formalism we were
able to focus on the big picture and also capture the domain choices.

Using the proposed changes we were also able to write more concise and
compact expressions when describing complex network algorithms where the
need of multiple domain choices are involved. Having a concise way to express
the movement is helping in validating and comparing classic routing algo-
rithms on all type of networks, independent of the used addressing scheme.
The formalism can be used to express all sorts of interactions not only the
network related ones. Anywhere we have one-to-one, one-to-(one-of-many) or
one-to-many relations, between entities that are interacting somehow, we can
formalize the conversation.

As further work, we would like to express the interaction between the
processes that are happening in a distributed network, like load balancing or
map reduce, where multiple queries are sent to different nodes in order to
establish the answer, or a partial answer, as quickly as possible. Also we are
further considering to tackle and formalize the movement of particles when
two object are colliding.
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